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My first thought when I received your request for design picks was “what do you really want?” Next: “What 
do you mean by design?”  

I found myself trying to “design” a presentation of “designs” that might adjust your ideas about the “design” 
of the Review design issue. I first looked for boundaries that might define what is and what is not design. I 
found none. Anytime you “think before you speak” you are designing your conversation. When you look at 
your grocery list and decide what aisle you go down first you are designing a plan for shopping. A plumber 
designs the best route for pipes. A lawyer designs a thoughtful argument. All of these examples can have 
varying degrees of success depending on the thoughtfulness of their design. 
If everything is designed to some extent then what are you looking for? Perhaps, DESIGN (in all caps). 
There are some designs that are so thoughtful and concise that they change how other things are seen. For 
instance, a legal argument that persuades the Supreme Court to change how they interpret the Constitution 
might be DESIGN. A building that causes architects to change how they think about buildings. A new theory 
that sets in motion a scientific paradigm shift. 
Maybe Design (with a capital D). A magazine layout that helps communicate its content with 
visual/conceptual devices. A coffee cup that has a new connection between its function and what it looks 
like. A political speech that helps win an election. Poetry. A joke. These designs might influence other 
designs. Their success (thoughtfulness) can help others think in new ways. 

The design process is one of defining and pinpointing issues of relevance (problems) and finding some sort 
of resolution in the situation. For me, the best resolutions have unnecessary elements edited out, resulting in 
an elegant clarity and having a singular existence that transcends the original set of circumstances. 
 
Hermann Helmholtz, a scientist alive during the middle of the 19th century explored many issues including 
optics and harmonics. It was understood that a complex periodic sound wave could be reduced to its 
spectral components mathematically, meaning that a complex musical note could, in theory, be reduced to 
its prime tone and a series of overtones (which Helmholtz called upper partials). Helmholtz learned through 
experiments that the timbre of a tone was the result of this complex mix. Helmholtz wanted to know if the 
results of mathematical analysis actually existed in the real world. If a complex tone was comprised of a 
prime tone plus a composite of upper partial tones, could the human ear actually distinguish these 
components or did it just hear one complex tone. My three design picks are related to this exploration. 

While all three of these picks contain different apparatus, the “designs” that I intend to pinpoint are as 
follows: 1) The first is the experiment itself, the ideas behind it and the exploration. 2) The process of 
designing a method of communicating these ideas, including information, argument and the apparatus. 3) 
An apparatus that enhanced the ability to demonstrate a theory. 

 
  
A well-designed experiment: 

 



Helmholtz devised a series of resonators, glass and metal bulbs meant to fit into the ear, each tuned to a 
different note or pitch, (similar to blowing into a coke bottle). By mathematically predicting what upper 
partials should be present and using a corresponding resonator he was able to prove that indeed the human 
ear could hear each constituent part of the tone separately. The existence of the upper partial caused the 
resonator to oscillate, amplifying the individual tone. This enabled him to “practice” hearing each part without 
the resonators. The conclusion of this experiment was also elegant. He concluded this: Whether or not you 
hear the individual components of a complex tone depends on the amount of effort you put into it. He likened 
it to trying to “taste” the individual components of a recipe. If you know it is there, you hear it. 

A well-designed demonstration:  

 
Helmholtz devised a demonstration to communicate his findings. Using an apparatus built to his 
specifications by Rudolph Koenig he was able to play a simple tone and gradually add a variety of 
overtones, ultimately producing complex musical tones resembling those created by different instruments. 
(This also led to an understanding that vowel differences in human speech were also a combination of a 
variety of overtones, formed in a resonator, the mouth.) 
A well-designed apparatus: 

 



Rudolph Koenig designed a more elaborate apparatus that could be used to demonstrate Helmholtz”s 
theories. The  Koenig Analyser not only provided the sound components but added a visual analysis as well. 
By adding flame jets at the output of the resonating chambers and projecting them via a magnification 
mirror, the audience was able to see the individual tone components and their intensity. 

 

I am aware that this process of picking designs might have been geared towards current or modern ideas. 
This set of designs, thought about “today” offers an example, at least for me, of problem solving within 
constraints. By looking at a problem, examined without the aid of modern day technology, I find clues as to 
how to engage in a “design” process with limited resources. The elegance in these designs don’t necessarily 
reside in the solutions, but in the process of study and deduction. 
 


